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Making sense of Rwanda’s remarkable vaccine coverage success
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ABSTRACT

After the Rwandan genocide in 1994, vaccine coverage was close to zero. Several factors, including extreme poverty, rural populations and mountainous geography affect Rwandans’ access to immunizations. Post-conflict, various other factors were identified, including the lack of immunization program infrastructure, and lack of population-level knowledge and demand. In recent years, Rwanda is one of few countries that has demonstrated a sustained increase to near universal vaccination coverage, with a current rate of 98%. Our aim was to ask why and how Rwanda achieved this success so that it could potentially be replicated in other countries.

Literature searches of scientific and grey literature, as well as other background research, was conducted from September 2016 through August 2017, including primary fieldwork in Rwanda. We determined that four factors have had a major influence on the Rwandan vaccine program, including strong central government leadership (political will), a culture of accountability, local ownership and a strong health value chain. Rwanda’s national immunization program is rooted in a political landscape shaped by unique aspects of Rwandan history and culture. Rwanda has a strong central government and a hierarchical chain of command supported by decentralized implementation bodies. A culture of accountability transcends the entire health system and there is local-level ownership of the immunization program, including the role of engaged community health workers and a strong health information system. Together, these four factors likely account for Rwanda’s vaccination coverage success.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Effective childhood immunization programs in low-income countries decrease vulnerability to outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases more than any other single intervention. Unfortunately, many countries, both low and high income, have fallen short of expected vaccination coverage rates.¹
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Yet, it has been estimated that increasing vaccination coverage to 90% in the poorest countries over the next ten years would prevent an estimated 426 million cases of illness and avert nearly 6.4 million needless childhood deaths worldwide.\cite{2} Following the Rwandan genocide in 1994, the national immunization coverage was very low (less than 30% in 1995)\cite{3,4} and the incidence of vaccine preventable diseases (VPD) was high (e.g., 28,000 cases of measles in 1995). As Anuradha Gupta DCEO of GAVI, the Vaccine Alliance recently said: “Like a phoenix from the ashes, Rwanda has emerged as a trailblazer in global health and development since the genocide of 1994. Its troubled past has made Rwanda’s rapid gains all the more remarkable. More than twenty years on, child mortality has been cut in half and basic immunisation coverage now stands at an exceptional 98%.”\cite{5}

We asked ourselves the question, why and how did Rwanda achieve this success – could it potentially be replicated in other countries?

2. METHODS

Literature searches of scientific and grey literature, as well as other background research, was conducted from September 2016 through August 2017, including primary fieldwork in Rwanda. Secondary sources included review of primary databases, grey literature, and peer-reviewed literature that was identified through searches in Google Scholar and PubMed for articles written in English and published since Jan 1, 2000, using combinations of the search terms “Rwanda,” “vaccination,” “immunisation,” and “programme.” No study design, or language limitations were imposed on the search. To ensure literature saturation, we also scanned the reference lists of included studies and other identified reviews for relevant titles. This included successive screening by title, abstract, and full-text. Our review of the academic and grey literature showed that there is evidence that Rwanda’s vaccination rates and program are exceptional compared to regional comparators. This review of the literature uncovered a variety of factors that seemed to have contributed to Rwanda’s excellent success in achieving and sustaining high childhood vaccination rates. Although the academic literature explained some aspects of these factors, our interviews were essential in expanding on and completing these explanations, answering our questions, and highlighting other factors not previously addressed in the literature. We used snow-ball sampling to recruit interviewees. A total of 24 separate, semi-structured interviews with government, NGO and international organization representatives, as well as two site visits were conducted in the Kigali, Rwamagana, and Rulindo districts in August 2017. Once all the interviews had been fully transcribed, we independently read them to identify both ideas and themes that had previously been identified in our pre-interview literature review as well as new themes. This work resulted in our four consolidated factors, which we describe in detail in the paper. Approval for this project was provided by the University of Toronto’s Research Ethics Board, and the Rwanda Biomedical Center.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Local setting

Several factors including extreme poverty, rural populations and mountainous geography, affect Rwandans’ access to goods and services, including vaccinations. Further, the 1994 genocide devastated health and governing infrastructure within Rwanda and led to a major exodus of health workers, resulting in low to non-existent immunization services and high childhood mortality.\cite{4,6} Post-conflict, the Ministry of Health, in collaboration with local and international NGOs, identified various other factors that accounted for poor vaccination coverage, such as the lack of immunization program infrastructure, and lack of population-level knowledge and demand for childhood vaccinations. Yet it determined that an enhanced immunization program would be essential to reaching the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) to reduce under-five mortality by two-thirds by 2015. We identified four factors that had a major influence on the Rwandan vaccine program, including strong central government leadership (political will), a culture of accountability, local ownership and a strong health value chain.

3.1.1 Strong central government leadership (political will)

The success of Rwanda’s national immunization program is rooted in a political landscape shaped by unique aspects of Rwandan history and culture. Rwanda has a strong central government and a hierarchical chain of command that extends down to the local level.\cite{7} The Rwandan government’s strong political will begins with a top-level commitment to equity in all aspects of service delivery, motivated by the legacy of the 1994 genocide. The government has clearly expressed its commitment to equitable service delivery that reaches all citizens, even those who are hardest to reach. Strong central government leadership is supported by decentralized implementation bodies, including those focused on health in general and immunization in particular. At annual meetings, government personnel from the central and district levels of government discuss and set national targets, such as for particular vaccination program coverage rates. District mayors then meet with local authorities at lower levels of government to formulate and agree on more detailed plans adapted to local circumstances. For example, if a certain district had relatively low average coverage rates, efforts would
be made to understand why this is the case, and to adjust annual plans accordingly.

3.1.2 Culture of accountability
A culture of accountability permeates the entire health system. In particular, *imihigo* (a “vow to deliver”) performance contracts bind all government personnel to levels of authority above and along the entire chain of decentralized implementation.[8,9] In the context of Rwanda’s immunization program, central ministries are bound by *imihigos* with the president, the district mayors with the central ministries, and the health centers with the district mayors. This way, the health system is represented at all levels of government to ensure the effective delivery of vaccinations and other health services (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Levels in the chain of command of the Rwandan health care system, and associated responsibilities](image)

3.1.3 Local ownership
Rwanda’s success can also be attributed to local-level ownership of the immunization program, which is an important strength of the program compared to those in other countries. Community Health Workers (CHWs) are elected representatives of the health system at the local level.[6] CHWs’ responsibilities include comprehensive childhood vaccination education, and ensuring that all children in the community receive their vaccines. Although they do not perform vaccinations themselves (these occur at district health centers), CHWs are essential for mobilizing communities to get children vaccinated. Since CHWs live and work in local communities they are responsible for the identification of all children in their communities. CHWs attend monthly meetings at their district health center and report on community health indicators. At these meetings, health centers provide CHWs with a list of any children who have not been vaccinated. The CHWs’ existing knowledge of their community is cross-referenced with this list. As needed, CHWs accompany mothers and unvaccinated children to the health center to ensure children receive all necessary vaccinations. Each CHW is trained to identify and report cases of vaccine preventable diseases to ensure a rapid response in the event of an outbreak. CHWs also collect community level vaccination data through RapidSMS, a cellphone-based program. CHWs strengthen community health and help ensure complete community vaccine coverage by serving as educators and as early identifiers of missed vaccinations.

3.1.4 Strong health value chain
Having a national health information system means every single child can potentially be tracked and thus receive their vaccinations. A national monitoring system can identify children in need of vaccination and facilitate an efficient supply chain to ensure that the vaccines reliably reach where they need to be. Through a bottom-up approach, data from Rwandan CHWs form the foundation of this effort. At the local level, the health information system uses two complementary data collection systems to identify children who have not received their vaccinations: the RapidSMS data collection program and the mUbuzima community-level health information system (interactive voice response [IVR] technology to enable CHW team leaders in each village to submit data on a monthly basis relating to health indicators, including vaccination rates and other health statistics).[7] The Ministry of Health trains district monitoring and evaluation officers in data analysis and has access to data from all districts. As a result, districts have the ability to analyze data in a timely manner to adapt local programming, while data are communicated centrally for aggregated analysis. Thus, monitoring occurs at multiple levels, with clearly assigned responsibili-
ties. At the national level, the Ministry of Health combines data sources through Rwanda’s National Data Warehouse. This allows for rapid identification of lower than expected vaccination rates, and guides the implementation of required follow-up activities.

3.2 Outside support
Support from NGOs and international organizations (IOs) has benefitted Rwanda’s vaccination program in many ways, including improved cold chain capacity, procurement of newly developed vaccines, and funding for vaccination programs for refugees in Rwanda. Furthermore, the national government and Ministry of Health have strong mechanisms in place to coordinate the efforts of important development partners, which include Gavi, Partners in Health, and UNICEF. Regular coordination meetings ensure that development partners are on track to contribute to the government’s goals. They also ensure that, as much as possible, services are neither financed nor delivered in “siloes.” The government has also leveraged disease-focused funding sources to build system-wide health care infrastructure. Finally, Rwanda, unlike its neighboring countries, has decreased measures of corruption in recent years. (The World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators 2016 report shows that Rwanda improved in its corruption ranking from the 50th percentile in 2006 to the 75th percentile in 2016, suggesting improved corruption prevention efforts.) Low levels of corruption mean that internal and external funding is more likely to be used effectively. Rwanda’s ability to consistently meet or exceed expected results after receiving funding from Gavi and other funders contributes to the country’s continued ability to secure necessary external funding.

4. DISCUSSION
After the destruction caused by the 1994 genocide and war, immunization programs in Rwanda were essentially non-existent. Since then, Rwanda has experienced a remarkable transformation and is now a robust example of the effectiveness of immunization programs in low-income countries. Through a combination of literature reviews and key-informant interviews, we identified four main factors that had a major influence on the Rwandan vaccine program, including strong central government leadership (political will), a culture of accountability, local ownership and a strong health value chain. While the existing literature has mainly focused on the chronology of the development of the immunization program and specific geo-political features, our research has helped to confirm these factors and tie them together to create a broader understanding of the importance of each.

As reported by the Global Citizen organization in 2015, when President Kagame of Rwanda was asked why Rwanda has been so successful in reforming itself and achieving the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), his answer was chiefly related to “political will” (political will is the one thing that holds the rest together). Rwanda has demonstrated rapid economic development, a reduction in poverty and mortality rates, access to health care, equal opportunity for education, and policies that empower women. Under the leadership of President Kagame, Rwanda has transformed from a dysfunctional post-conflict nation in the late 1990s into one of the more productive and stable economies in Africa. Described as the “Singapore of Africa,” Rwanda is one of the fastest growing economies in Africa, and in the past decade has lifted more than a million people out of poverty. President Kagame’s vision and political will has helped create much of Rwanda’s stability. In his 2013 New York Times article, Jeffrey Gettleman wrote: “No country in Africa, if not the world has so thoroughly turned itself around in so short a time.” The Rwanda model has proven that foreign aid, coupled with political will, can turn the fate of even the poorest of nations.

We identified that accountability and local ownership likely explain much of the success of the vaccine program in Rwanda. The Rwandan government defines accountability as the culture of setting goals and achieving them. The concept of accountability in Rwanda has become synonymous with the act of making pledges and fulfilling them under the imihigo or performance contract system. Beginning in 2006 the term was adopted to apply to modern results-based management concepts: identifying objectives, setting targets and indicators, and reporting on achievement at the end of a set period. After the war and genocide, the health system in Rwanda was failing. Three approaches were initially trialed and then institutionalized to improved health outcomes: the process of pledges and goal setting (imihigo performance contracts), incentive payments for basic health and communicable diseases, and a rigorous evaluation of impact. The need to motivate and empower providers to produce better outcomes was critical. The pay-for-performance approach provided such an opportunity by financing results rather than inputs. Participating health facilities received financial payments for incremental increases in the quantity of basic health services provided, such as immunization, prenatal care, and assisted deliveries. The overriding goal was to enhance the use of health services by motivating providers. It was possible to scale up these three approaches nationally due to Rwanda’s commitment to good governance, including policies aimed at increasing accountability and enhancing the effectiveness of service delivery. By the early 2000s,
there was increasing evidence that measles coverage, for example, increased by almost 11 percentage points in the performance-based financing (PBF) districts, compared to only 1 percentage point in the non-PBF districts.\cite{17} The combination of performance-based contracts (imihigo) and financing was improving immunization coverage.

A further example of the Government of Rwanda’s leadership is the effectiveness of its efforts to prioritize human development and equity. In addition to other factors such as community health workers (CHWs), \textit{Mutuelles de Santé}, continuous monitoring, and a performance-based financing system, the government’s focus on health equity has also contributed significantly to high immunization coverage rates.\cite{18-20} Holmes focuses on the success of Rwanda’s immunization program in reaching rural populations and points to the decentralized structure of Rwanda’s health services, CHWs, referral systems, and the combination of vaccination services with other health services, as important factors.\cite{21} While we agree that many of these features of the Rwandan immunization program are important, we found that cultural factors within and outside the government in additional to structural factors were key.

Local ownership was apparent in both the overall immunization program and the implementation of specific new vaccines.\cite{22} Gatera et al. reviewed the process by which four new vaccines were introduced to Rwanda. This process included awareness days, dissemination of information by CHWs, and the establishment of outreach vaccination sites in remote areas.\cite{23} For example, during the introduction of the pneumococcal conjugate vaccine, “awareness days were held for local authorities, teachers, traditional healers, religious leaders and community-based non-governmental organizations.”\cite{23} These activities were intended to encourage acceptance and spread knowledge of the vaccine. During the rollout of the rotavirus vaccine in May 2012, timelines were specific to each health center, and focus groups helped to determine which messaging strategies would be most effective.\cite{23}

Finally, several factors contribute to the strength of the health value chain in Rwanda. National-level data quality from health centres is very strong and has been improving since 2008.\cite{24} The literature on logistical aspects of Rwanda’s immunization program also helped frame our understanding and shape our interview instruments. For example, prior to rolling out the pneumococcal conjugate and human papillomavirus vaccines, government immunization staff completed a detailed assessment of the country’s cold storage capacity, including “refrigerators, cold boxes, and vaccine carriers” (p. 3423) and its “human resources for health” capacity to determine the need for additional infrastructure and health personnel to accommodate distribution of the new vaccines.\cite{22,23}

Ultimately the success of a vaccine program is judged by coverage and “reach.” Coverage at 98% is probably as good as it gets anywhere, and importantly, immunization equity among income quartiles is particularly strong compared to other countries.\cite{25}

5. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, the development of Rwanda’s immunization program has not previously been analyzed in a broad and multidimensional way. In this article, we aimed to understand both historical and current factors that likely contributed to the success of the immunization program. However, our methodology was limited in that we were able to conduct interviews over a limited period of time, with only government-approved sources. Furthermore, our analysis of interview transcripts did not include a formal blinded thematic approach, and could have been influenced by the themes we identified during pre-interview research. Despite these limitations, there are valuable lessons to be learned from Rwanda’s achievements, as shown in Table 1 below. Rwanda’s success is not a one-dimensional story, but a collection of interconnected and coherent narratives that together resulted in the country’s current 98% immunization coverage rate. At the governmental level, Rwanda has demonstrated strong political will characterized by the government’s dedication to equality, a decentralized implementation structure and an effective accountability mechanism. At the local level, a strong sense of ownership is shown through the work of CHWs and community-level campaigns, supported by a robust logistics system which allows for efficient supply chain management and purposeful use of funds.

Table 1. Main contributors to equitable immunization coverage in Rwanda, 1995-2017

| 1. Strong central government leadership and commitment to equity |
| 2. Culture of accountability and accountability mechanisms |
| 3. Decentralized implementation structure and local ownership |
| 4. Robust logistics and data collection systems |

Future research

While many factors of Rwanda’s success are rooted in its unique local circumstances, several aspects of its immunization program could be applicable beyond its boundaries. First, the importance of equity-driven government leadership complemented by strong accountability of officials at all levels of government could be a significant factor in improving implementation of vaccination programs and health service provision more broadly. Although most sub-Saharan
countries use a CHW model to deliver services, the strong culture of accountability that transcends the entire health system, in particular, imihigo performance contracts bind the CHWs to levels of authority above and along the entire chain of decentralized implementation. It would be helpful to know whether Rwanda’s CHW model, including aspects of data collection, could be successfully applied at scale in other countries to improve their immunization programs.

Technical lessons can also be drawn from Rwanda’s data collection capacity. Both high- and low-income countries could learn from Rwanda’s implementation of electronic data collection techniques, which might be able to better identify areas with low vaccination rates in the effort to prevent outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases. Future research that includes case studies of successful immunization programs in other countries and the errors made by unsuccessful programs will advance our understanding of the challenges associated with vaccine programs. In Rwanda specifically, studies that validate future immunization program-related metrics would be valuable, as would comparisons using district-level data to identify specific best practices, especially in the hardest-to-reach areas.
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